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NEW QUESTION: 1
You need to create a mobile application which will allow sales
associates to enter customer sales leads.
Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:

Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your customer wants its employees to submit signed hard copies
of confirmation while managing benefits online from Benefits
Self-Set vice.
How do you accomplish this requirement?
A. Select Display Signature in the Confirmation section while
managing Enrollment Authorizations.
B. Confirm that the correct self-service category is selected
on the Configure Plan Type Grouping Display page.
C. Select Display Signature in the Confirmation section while
managing Benefits Self-Service configuration.
D. Select the same administrator category on the Edit Plan Type
page while managing Benefits Self-Service configuration.
E. Confirm that the correct self-service category is selected
on the Configure Plan Type Grouping Display page for
administrators.
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 3
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A. vBond
B. PNPã‚µãƒ¼ãƒ•ãƒ¼
C. vSmart
D. vManage
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
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A. load balancer
B. firewall
C. intrusion prevention device
D. WLAN controller
Answer: D
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